It Takes a Village to Empower a
ChIld:
A Call for Positive Social Change
Through Education

here explains , young people learn through socializati on,
the media , peer pressure, role models, and how they are
formally educated. Therefore, individually and collectively,
as a community of global citizens, we hold responsibi lity
for cultivating forms of power within young people's lives.

by Mary Grace Neville
In my experi ence, all too often , my colleagues, my
students, and I hear or read academic content presented and
take it quite literally. Specifically, we take in only the actual
words spoken or read , rather than listening or reading more
intentl y for alternative meanin gs, potenti al implications for
our lives, or insights or distinctions that would allow us to
expand our epistemic views of the world. For example, by
literally reading the articles and lesson plans in this issue of
the Association for the Study of African American Life and
History's (ASALH) Black History Bulletin (BHB), one may
find some direct application for daily life rather than articles
that only provide inert instructional strategies. However,
the strength of this issue expands far beyond the literal
application ofthe concep ts, pers onal experiences, and lesson
plans shared . This issue, instead, should be considered a call
for positi ve social change through education.
This issue of the BHB officially called for papers
about "Black Economic Empowerment." The resulting
collection takes action at two levels . First, the article s and
lesson plans offer practical tactics for empowering some
youth through classroom exercises. Second ,' and more
broadly influential, the issue provides powerful glimpses
into how we collectively and insidiousl y collude to
marginalize particular groups of people . Each article frames
a rationale for creating positive social change through
education-education that inherently seeks to develop
young minds into confident, self-respecting, curious adults
who can choose how they will apply their economic literac y
to further improve our complex global world. It is this more
conceptu al message that I find enormously powerful.
Empowerment means different things in different
disciplines. Consistently, though , the concept implies
forms of power within oneself-person al capacity, ability
to influence outcomes, jurisdiction over someth ing as
tangible as money or as conceptual as literacy and choice .
This issue 's focus on Black economic empowerment brings
authors together who propose ways to instill self-esteem,
compassion, and informed curiosity into young people. As a
global community, all of us share the gain when minds open
and human potential expands . But the job cannot be done
by middle and high school teachers alone . As each author
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Social psychologist Kurt Lewin introduced the frame work
force field analysis' for understanding systems and change.
Lewin argued that systems find a balance between forces
supporting change and force s resisting change. In order
for institutional or systemi c change to occur, he argues,
the forces favoring change must be greater than the forces
resisting change . This approach gives me hope in the .
possibilities that education seeds for positive social chang e
to occur. The four contributions to this issue of the Black
History Bulletin support my hope for empowering the next
generation and therefore fostering systemic change in the
form of economic empowerment for marginalized people.
At a macro-level, all the authors argue for the
transformat ive capacity of educati on-diversity of thought,
literacy with concept application , and high integrity role
models. At a micro-level, each article and companion lesson
plan provides specific tactics for specific popul ations
youth who are disabled, disenfranchised, and apathetic.
Furthermore, the lesson plans appro ach emp owering youth
from multiple disciplines-use of historical figures as role
models, introduction of multiple theoretical possibilities
as a means for fostering choice, and reliance on positive

-

psychology to strengt hen self-e steem and pro-social ·
behavior.
These
educators
enthusiastically
generate
innovative approaches that each of us can adapt to fit our
particular life opportunities . Together, as profe ssional
educators and as informa l educators toward social change,
our choices marter. We influence others by being role models ,
decision makers , and participants in institutions and society.
Each conversation we foster, whether in the classroom or
socially, has the chance to enhance the balance of forces
favoring systemic change . As we do that, collecti vely we
empower individuals and therefore groups . The lesson
plans here provide tactical approaches for bringing these
crucia l conceptual issues alive in secondary classrooms.
The articles address the responsibilities and opportunities
each of us hold to shape society.
I encourage you to follow the role model author
Micah Salinas offers each of us; may we be "too curious or
too stubborn" to let societal influences persuade us to give
in before the changes we seek occur.
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(Endnotes)
Notes
1. Kurt Lewin, Field Theory in Social Science (New
York: Harper & Row, 1951).
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